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“RAGNO D’ORO” AWARD - UNICEF 
TO PAOLO VACCARI 

The “Ragno d’Oro” 2008 has been awarded to Paolo Vaccari in the “commerce” category. The prize is 
awarded every year to “Modenese, either by birth or adoption, who with their works have contributed to 
increasing Modena’s prestige both at home and abroad”. 

“This year, in the commerce category, the prize will acknowledge the great intellectual and 
professional abilities of someone who in the philately field has published catalogues, numerous historical 
treatises and a magazine which has achieved maximum world recognition and who has been appointed as 
a permanent member of the Ministry of Communication’s philately Council.” 

Paolo Vaccari is furthermore a member of the Monte Carlo Club Elite de la Philatélie, chaired by His 
Serene Highness Prince Rainier. It is a Club with only a limited number of memberships granted only to 
the world’s 100 greatest philately experts. 

The “Premio Ragno d’Oro - pro UNICEF”, in its 52nd year, is one of the most important and 
prestigious among the 24 prizes awarded in the world under the auspices of UNICEF each year. The 
Modenese award is among the longest standing (1956) and boasts a long tradition. 

From the Presentation of Prof. Gian Carlo Pellacani 
(President of the Award Panel, Chancellor of the Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia) 

“This year, four new significant appearances enrich the list of those who have been acknowledged with 
the Ragno d’Oro. 

It is a long list compiled over the Prize’s 52 years which is awarded to those who are Modenese either 
by birth or adoption who, with their works, have contributed to increasing Modena’s prestige both at 
home and abroad. 

This year too, the choice has intended to highlight those gifts of ingeniousness and initiative which set 
an example for us all and a stimulus to work for the progress of society and to increase man’s quality of 
life. 

These are objectives which take on particular importance if one thinks that the Premio d’Oro award 
ceremony has for years been combined with initiatives undertaken by UNICEF, which, as is well-known, 
dedicates individual and collective funds and resources to the noble aim of helping solve developing 
countries’ most vital problems. 

This year’s prizes are awarded to highly important personalities in the field of art, industry, industrial 
organisation and commerce. 

They are people who, in different sectors, with their initiatives and abilities have been able to 
represent a point of reference for pursued values.” 

The 2008 prize has been awarded to Giuliano Della Casa for art, to Giuseppe Neri for industry and to 
Giovanni Bertoni for industrial organisation. 

The award ceremony, hosted by the President of the Award Panel, Prof. Gian Carlo Pellacani, 
Chancellor of the Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia, the provincial President of UNICEF, Prof. 
Adonella Ferraresi and the President of the Organising Committee of the prize, Gian Luigi Brugnoli, will 
take place Saturday 15 March 2008. 

The entire proceeds from the evening will be donated to UNICEF for the “Progetto Emilia Romagna 
per i bambini del Congo” (Emilia Romagna Project for the children of the Congo), a programme for street 
children with particular focus on reuniting families. 




